Purpose: To develop an efficient MR technique for ultra-high resolution diffusion MRI (dMRI) in the presence of motion.
| I NT ROD UCTI ON
Diffusion magnetic resonance imaging (dMRI) has been demonstrated to be an important tool to study tissue microstructure. 1, 2 It has been widely used to assess structural brain connectivity by reconstructing white matter fiber tracts, 3 and is also capable of probing neural tissue abnormalities in clinical settings to detect and characterize numerous neurological and psychiatric disorders. 4 However, a major challenge for dMRI is its low spatial resolution, typically at 1.5-2 mm isotropic, which compromises its ability to provide details of the brain's fine-scale structures, especially at the tissue interfaces such as at gray and white matter boundaries. 5, 6 The difficulties in achieving high-resolution dMRI originate from (i) the inherent low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), (ii) the distortion/blurring artifacts of EPI or spiral readout typically used in dMRI, and (iii) the sensitivity to motion during long dMRI scans. Recent developments toward mitigating these issues are described below.
In recent years, simultaneous multi-slice (SMS) [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] has been used to reduce acquisition time and provide higher SNR efficiency in dMRI, in particular through controlled aliasing approaches 8 such as blipped-CAIPI in EPI. 12, 13 Nonetheless, multiband (MB) acceleration of 4x or higher is difficult to achieve without significant noise penalty, especially when used in conjunction with in-plane acceleration (R inplane ). This limits the ability of SMS to achieve SNR-efficient short-TR acquisitions for high isotropic resolution whole-brain dMRI at <1 mm. In such cases, 3D multi-shot multi-slab imaging [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] that can achieve short-TR acquisitions for this resolution/coverage range, is a promising approach to improve SNR efficiency. Recent methods to mitigate slab-boundary artifacts 19, 20 and improve robustness of 3D multi-shot multi-slab acquisition in dMRI 16, 18 have shown promise. Moreover, simultaneous multi-slab approaches [21] [22] [23] have also been developed to enable faster encoding for this SNR efficient acquisition.
To mitigate the distortion/blurring of EPI acquisitions in dMRI, 24 several in-plane segmented techniques have been developed. [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] These techniques can achieve excellent mitigation at a cost of longer scan time and increased motion sensitivity. On the other hand, a combined use of in-plane parallel imaging and reduced field-of-view (FOV) acquisition [31] [32] [33] has also been developed, which provides good, albeit more limited distortion/blurring mitigation, without the need to resort to multi-shot imaging. Recently, ZOOPPA 32 has enabled whole-brain imaging with reduced distortions through sagittal acquisition with phase-encoding along the head-foot direction. 34 Another major issue in high-resolution dMRI is its motion sensitivity during the long scan time, which causes image degradation and resolution loss. For single-shot EPI (ss-EPI), the diffusion-weighted images can be co-registered to correct for inter-volume motion. However, for multi-shot and multi-slab acquisitions, intra-volume subject movements between different shots or slab-encodings can cause severe artifacts and blurring. Several methods have been proposed to address this problem, including several navigator-based motion correction 14, 25, [35] [36] [37] [38] and self-navigated or navigationfree motion correction approaches. 35, [39] [40] [41] [42] Among the navigation-free techniques, augmented multiplexed sensitivity encoding (AMUSE) 42 incorporates motion correction into parallel imaging reconstruction, which reduces the effects of both microscopic and macroscopic motion in highresolution multi-shot dMRI data. Nonetheless, most methods including AMUSE do not consider the effect of throughplane motion, which would lead to large signal dropout or incorrect mixture of anatomy from different slices.
In our recent work, we proposed the Generalized Slice Dithered Enhanced Resolution-Simultaneous Multislice (gSlider-SMS) technique 22 to achieve high-resolution dMRI, with high SNR and low distortion. This technique combines blipped-CAIPI controlled aliasing with a slab radio frequency (RF) encoding for SNR-efficient, navigator-free, simultaneous multi-slab acquisition. The acquisition also uses the ZOOPPA approach for low-distortion ss-EPI, and for the first time achieved in vivo whole-brain dMRI at 600-800 lm isotropic resolution range. In this study, we extend the gSlider-SMS acquisition/reconstruction framework to create a motion-robust, navigator-free, high-resolution dMRI technique termed motion-corrected gSlider (MC-gSlider), that mitigates both (i) the background phase corruption from physiologic and bulk motion, and (ii) the actual bulk inplane and through-plane motion effects. To our knowledge, even though there are some existing methods 14 correcting for in-plane motion for multi-slab diffusion acquisition, no method has been previously proposed to retrospectively correct for the actual 3D bulk motion with or without the use of navigators. In MC-gSlider, a motion-aware reconstruction with spatially varying regularization is developed to optimize the conditioning of the image reconstruction under difficult through-plane motion cases. Additionally, a navigator-free approach for intra-volume motion estimation and correction is proposed to achieve motion correction at a high temporal resolution of 2 s. Simulations and in vivo experiments demonstrated the ability of MC-gSlider to remove motion artifacts and recover detailed brain structure for dMRI at 860 lm isotropic voxel size in the presence of motion ranging from sub-millimeter to several centimeters.
| THE ORY

| gSlider-SMS
In this section, we briefly review the basic theory of gSlider-SMS, based on which we will develop MC-gSlider. The original gSlider-SMS combines simultaneous multi-slab acquisition with a novel RF slab encoding that is similar to Hadamard encoding. 43 Several RF slab-encoded volumes are acquired in consecutive TRs and combined to reconstruct a single high-resolution, thin-slice volume. The RF encodings are designed with slice-phase "dithering", such that a different sub-slice within each slab undergoes a p phase modulation for each encoding. This slice phase-dithering not only provides highly independent encoding basis for reconstruction (similar to Hadamard), but also creates high-SNR images in each slab-encoded volume for navigation-free phase correction. During the reconstruction, the simultaneously acquired slabs are first unaliased using leak-block slice-GRAPPA. 44 The phase variations due to physiological motion are then estimated and removed using the low frequency phase of each RF encoded data estimated from the center of the k-space. Finally, the corrected slab-volumes can be used to reconstruct the final thin-slice volume using standard linear reconstruction with Tikhonov regularization 22 :
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Here, A is the gSlider RF-encoding matrix containing slab profiles obtained from Bloch simulation, the size of A is N rf N zl 3N rf N zl ; y r;p is a vector of the encoded low-resolution data at a given spatial position along the readout and phase encoding directions (r,p) with a length of N rf N zl ; and x r;p is the vector of the corresponding reconstructed high-resolution data with a length of N zh 5N rf N zl : Here, N rf is the gSlider encoding factor, N zl is the number of thick-slabs in each low-resolution volume and N zh is the number of thin-slices in the reconstructed high-resolution data. Note that for each (r,p) position, the reconstruction is performed all in one step across the whole imaging volume along z and not per RFencoded slab area. This is because the RF slab profiles contain transition bands that extend slightly beyond the desired encoding slab, which creates coupling in the reconstruction across adjacent slabs.
By combining gSlider encoding with SMS, TR can be effectively shortened. Furthermore, by combining gSlider-SMS with zoomed imaging using inferior saturation pulse and in-plane acceleration, the EPI readout time can be shortened, thus reducing in-plane distortions without the need for multi-shot acquisition. This integrated approach provides high resolution data with high SNR efficiency as well as the ability to achieve navigator-free physiological motion correction. However, because several RF slab-encoded volumes are combined to reconstruct each high-resolution diffusionweighted image, gSlider-SMS can still be sensitive to macroscopic subject motions across these slab-encoded volumes. For typical imaging at 600-800 lm with N rf 5 5 slabencoding volumes, each acquired with MB 5 2 and TR of 4-5 s, the motion sensitivity time frame is N rf 3TR 5 20-25 s.
Below we outline our MC-gSlider approach to reduce this motion sensitivity time frame to 2-2.5 s.
| Motion Corrected gSlider (MC-gSlider)
The proposed reconstruction framework includes corrupted data rejection, physiological motion correction, eddy current (EC)-induced distortion correction, bulk motion estimation, and motion-aware reconstruction as shown in Figure 1A . Details of the various components are outlined below.
| Corrupted data rejection, physiological motion correction, and eddycurrent correction
Before bulk motion estimation and correction, several preprocessing steps are needed: (a) Corrupted data rejection: When large bulk motion occurs during the application of diffusion gradients, significant, unrecoverable signal loss can happen. Such corrupted data are detected by comparing the image intensity of each acquired slab with a threshold, which is determined by the average value of image intensity of that slab across all diffusion directions. Any slab with signal intensity lower than the threshold would be regarded as corrupted data and this slab would be rejected. (b) Physiological motion correction: is then performed by removing the low frequency phase of each RF encoded data estimated from the center of the k-space. (c) Subsequently, EC-induced image distortion is corrected. This distortion is diffusion encoding dependent and consists of in-plane shears, stretches and translations along the phase encoding direction. 45, 46 The conventional gSlider-SMS corrects for EC-induced distortion on the reconstructed high-resolution images, assuming that there is no difference of head position and ECinduced distortion between different slab-encoded volumes of the same diffusion direction. Both assumptions could be problematic because subject movements can occur between the slab-encoded volumes during the same diffusion direction (in 20-25 s), and the different slab-encoded volumes can experience different ECs due to the leftover eddy currents from the previous diffusion encoding gradients, which is especially true when TR is short. To correct for the distortions across different RF-encoded volumes without jeopardizing the encoding information along the slice direction, we estimate the EC-induced field on the acquired RF-encoded volumes, and correct for the distortions before the motionaware reconstruction by applying the in-plane transformation in the observed space as follows 47 :
where p is the coordinate in the observed space and p 0 in the desired undistorted space, D p denotes the voxel displacement field given EC-induced off resonance field EðqÞ, q represents EC parameters. This correction only includes in-plane transformation and interpolation, thereby preserves RF-encoding information and provides reliable data to feed into the motion estimation and motion-aware reconstruction process.
| Iterative motion estimation
To achieve motion-robust reconstruction, accurate estimation of motions between the RF-encoded volumes is essential. However, the RF-encodings can introduce significant image contrast differences between the RF-encoded volumes, which lead to inaccurate registration. For example, the first RFencoded volume with p phase on the left-most sub-slice will appear to have a bulk volume shift to the right in the slice direction, whereas the last RF-encoding volume with p phase on the right-most sub-slice will look like being shifted to the left. To overcome this, motion parameters with 6 degrees of freedom (three translations and three rotations) for each diffusion-weighted RF-encoded volume are estimated relative to a corresponding b 5 0 s/mm 2 (b0) volume with the same RF-encoding, acquired at the beginning of the scan. Here, it is assumed that there is no motion between the b0 RF-encoded volumes at the start of the scan. Based on our simulations, sub-voxel subject movements along the slab-encoding direction also create significant contrast differences even among imaging volumes acquired with the same RF-encoding, leading to registration errors. To address this undesirable interaction of motion and RFencoding, an iterative motion estimation method is developed, as illustrated in Figure 1B . Here, motion estimates are iteratively updated by registering the target RF-encoded diffusion volumes to the updated reference b0 volumes, created using the motion parameters estimated from the previous iteration. Specifically, the reference b0 volumes are regenerated at each iteration by passing a high-resolution b0 volume and the current motion estimates through a forward RF-encoding model. The high-resolution b0 volume is reconstructed by gSlider from the RF-encoded b0 volumes acquired at the start of the scan before motion estimation. As the iteration progresses, the reference b0 volumes should get F IGUR E 1 A, The reconstruction framework of the proposed motion-corrected gSlider (MC-gSlider) including data preprocessing steps, (B) iterative motion estimation and (C) motion-aware reconstruction. In the iterative motion estimation process, the updated reference b0 images are obtained by passing a high-resolution b0 volume (created from a b0 gSlider acquisition at the beginning of the scan, assumed motion-free) through a gSlider-encoding simulation that incorporates motion information estimated from the previous iteration closer to the motion states of the target diffusion volumes, which should improve the accuracy of the motion estimates.
| Motion-aware gSlider reconstruction with spatially adaptive regularization
Estimated motion parameters are incorporated into a motionaware reconstruction where artifact-free high-resolution volume of each diffusion direction can be obtained by solving the following minimization problem:
where y are the physiological-motion and EC-corrected slabencoded volumes; x denotes the desired high-resolution volume to be reconstructed; T is the rigid-motion transformation matrix, 48 which transfers the high-resolution volume into N m motion states based on the N m sets of estimated motion parameters, where N m is the same as the gSlider encoding factor N rf for inter-volume motion correction; A is the gSlider encoding matrix which encodes high-resolution volumes with different motion into N m 3N rf RF-encoded volumes; D represents the sampling matrix selecting N rf encoded volumes with the corresponding motion, and k is the regularization parameter. Note that in-plane motions (both translations and rotations) do not affect the conditioning of Equation 3, as each RF-encoded volume is fully encoded in-plane. However, through-plane motions can decrease the orthogonality of the slice-dithered RF-encodings and lead to an ill-posed reconstruction. Additionally, rotational and translational motions can cause spatially varying degree of through-plane motion, which leads to spatial variability in the conditioning of the reconstruction. To mitigate the potential of an ill-posed reconstruction, two repetitions of a full N rf RF-encoded gSlider data are acquired consecutively (i.e., "double-basis" 5 2 3 N rf ) for each diffusion direction to provide more encoding information for motion robustness.
To constrain the reconstruction in ill-posed spatial locations while avoiding over-regularizing the well-posed regions, spatially varying regularization (k) is used. In particular, a tailored 3D k map is used to reconstruct the motion-corrupted dataset of each diffusion encoding. This map is tailored to the specific motions that occur during that timeframe, and reflects the spatially varying conditioning of the reconstruction. To capture the spatially varying conditioning, a high-resolution image with all voxel values set to one is transformed with the estimated motion parameters and encoded by RF encoding to obtain motion-corrupted low-resolution images. Then, we take the difference map between the high-resolution image, and the corrupted image reconstructed from the low-resolution data by means of Equation 3 with a very small amount of regularization ( Figure 1C) . Such difference map can be computed quickly and a scaled version of which is used to generate the desired 3D k map for each diffusion encoding. Upper and lower thresholds are applied to the resulting k maps to constrain the reconstructions to be in a reasonable SNR and point spread function tradeoff range according to the theoretical analysis that will be outlined below in the method section.
| Intra-volume motion estimation and reconstruction
To increase the temporal resolution of our motion estimation and achieve good reconstruction in rapid motion cases, motion parameters will be estimated at two rather than one time-point per RF-encoded volume (TR/2, 2 s). Diffusion images are usually acquired in a slab-interleaved manner to minimize artifacts due to spin history or cross-talk, therefore, whole-brain coverage (with slice gaps) is achieved every TR/ 2. For motion estimation, the data in each TR/2 slab group are assumed to have the same motion states, and are interpolated to obtain full volumes to allow for motion estimation (Figure 2 ). With intra-volume motion correction, the motion transformation matrix T in Equation 3 will now transfer the high-resolution volume into 23N rf motion states, and the sampling matrix D will be altered to select encoded slabs for each group.
| ME THO DS
| SNR and Point Spread Function Analysis
To quantitatively evaluate MC-gSlider, an analysis of the tradeoff between SNR and point spread function (PSF) in the reconstruction was performed. The PSF, which acts as a measure of the effective resolution, was calculated by passing an impulse signal through the forward gSlider-encoding matrix ðA encode Þ and the reconstruction matrix ðA recon Þ, as per Setsompop et al 22 :
where d i is an impulse vector at the i th position along slice direction, and PSF i is the corresponding impulse response. The SNR of the i th voxel was calculated as follows,
where r 2 low is the variance of the acquired slab data, and j is the index that counts through the different spatial positions along PSF i vector and the second dimension of A recon .
Using Equations 4 and 5 we performed SNR versus PSF analysis for MC-gSlider to (i) compare the performance of single versus double basis RF-encoding in the presence of motion, (ii) evaluate the effects of different regularizations used in A recon , and (iii) characterize the effects of motion estimation errors on the reconstruction. These analyses, which are outlined below, were performed for 5x gSlider encoding (N rf 5 5), but can be easily adapted and applied to other gSlider encoding paradigms.
| Single versus double basis
A comparison of reconstruction performance for single-and double-basis gSlider encoding, with and without motion was conducted. Only through-plane translation was considered because in-plane motions do not affect the conditioning of the reconstruction. PSFs were calculated based on Equation 4 , where the impulse signal was first passed through the single or double basis encoding (A encode 5 DAT), for both motion-present and motion-free cases. Tikhonov regularization was used for the reconstruction:
To examine the benefits of motion correction, motioncorrupted cases were reconstructed using A recon generated from A encode with and without motion information. The PSF error, defined as the normalized root mean squared error (nRMSE) of the input impulse signal and the corresponding impulse response, was calculated for each case. The SNR was also calculated using Equation 5 , where the SNRs of the double-basis cases were normalized by ffiffi ffi 2 p to compensate for the doubled acquisition time to provide a fair comparison.
Finally, by sweeping through the regularization parameter (k) values, a plot of PSF errors versus 1/SNR (similar to the L-curve) was also generated for each case.
| Effects of regularization terms
Two different Tikhonov regularization terms were evaluated: (a) L 2 of image value x, and (b) L 2 of GðxÞ, where G is the gradient operator. The impulse response was calculated by means of Equation 4, using the reconstruction matrix in Equation 6 for (a) and the following Equation 7 for (b), respectively.
Here, G p ; G r , and G z are gradient operators along the phase-encoding, readout and slice directions, while k p , k r , and k z are the corresponding regularization parameters. First, the PSF error versus 1/SNR curves of MC-gSlider reconstructions using the two different regularizations (x and G z x) were evaluated on double-basis data, and compared with the one from the conventional gSlider reconstruction (without motion correction and with L 2 regularization on the image). Then, to further optimize the regularization parameters for G ðxÞ along the three directions (k p ; k r , and k z ), different weighting ratios of the regularization parameters were tested. Double-basis data with three different types of motion: linear, sudden and random motion, as well as without motion were used for all the evaluations.
F IGUR E 2 Intra-volume motion estimation and correction. The volume is divided into two groups with different motion states, which are then interpolated for motion estimation and reconstruction. This allows us to improve the temporal motion correction sensitivity to TR/2. The figure shows the case with eight total slices acquired with MB 5 2. Therefore, for each motion state, the four slices are acquired in two excitations as indicated by the index underneath the slabs
| Effects of motion estimation errors
To investigate the effects of motion estimation errors on MC-gSlider, a study was performed on double-basis encoded signal without motion and with random motion, where different amounts of random estimation errors were added to the MC-gSlider reconstruction matrix. GðxÞ regularization with optimal weighting ratio of k p ; k r , and k z (1:1:1), obtained from the above analysis, was used. PSF-errors and SNRs were calculated and compared with the ones obtained through the conventional gSlider without motion correction but with the same regularization.
| Experimental Validation
To validate the proposed motion-correction framework, phantom, and in vivo motion experiments were performed. Data were acquired on the MGH-USC 3T Connectom scanner with a maximum gradient strength of 300 mT/m and a maximum slew rate of 200 T/m/s, 49-51 using a custom-built 64-channel phased-array coil. 
| Phantom experiments
As a gold standard dataset, diffusion-weighted gSlider data were collected on an anthropomorphic head phantom (phantoms.martinos.org) using the following imaging parameters: The acquired data were reconstructed to high-resolution using standard gSlider reconstruction. Rigid motion transformations with 6 degrees of freedom were applied to the highresolution data to mimic subject movements at a temporal resolution of TR/2. By passing these transformed data through the forward RF encoding model, double-basis RFencoded data with motion can be simulated. Spatially uncorrelated Gaussian noise was then added to the k-space data (SNR 5 10) to mimic in vivo noise conditions. Finally, the proposed motion estimation and motion-aware reconstruction were applied to this simulated data to obtain high-resolution motion-corrected reconstruction. The conventional gSlider reconstruction was also implemented for comparison.
Three different types of motion profiles (linear, sudden, and random motion) across four different ranges of motion (2, 4, 8, and 16 mm&degrees) were tested. In each case, rigid motion with 6 degrees of freedom (three translations and three rotations) were added to the data. For MC-gSlider, the spatially varying GðxÞ regularization was applied with the optimal weighting ratio of 1 between k p ; k r , and k z (obtained by means of SNR versus PSF analysis above), while the conventional gSlider reconstruction used Tikhonov regularization on image values as per Setsompop et al. 22 Three iterations were performed to estimate the motion parameters for MC-gSlider. FLIRT 53, 54 was used for motion estimation in each iteration. The nRMSEs of the reconstructed images compared with the reference image were calculated, and the effect of spatially adaptive regularization was investigated by comparing the reconstruction results with and without adaptive k.
| In vivo experiments
Data were acquired from a healthy volunteer with consented institutionally approved protocol. Imaging parameters were: volunteer was instructed to move his head both in the inplane and through-plane directions throughout the scan, before which a 34-min scan was also acquired for reference, where the subject was instructed to keep still. The threshold of each slab for data rejection was set to be 0.8 multiplied by the average intensity across all diffusion directions empirically, and the rejection ratio of the motion data was 0.06% of all the acquired slabs. For MC-gSlider reconstruction, the spatially varying GðxÞ regularization was applied with optimal weighting, while the conventional gSlider reconstruction used Tikhonov regularization on image values. Three iterations were performed to estimate motion parameters in MCgSlider. Registration in the proposed motion estimation method was performed using the FMRIB Software Library (FSL) FLIRT. 53, 54 EC-induced field estimation was performed using eddy-current toolbox 47 followed by EC correction using in-house code. EC-induced fields were estimated from a phantom to obtain accurate eddy field estimates that is not corrupted by motion. DTI fitting was then calculated using FSL. [55] [56] [57] Tensor correction was performed using the average motion parameters of different RF-encoding volumes within one diffusion direction. For standard gSlider reconstruction, no motion-correction was performed between RF-encoded volumes but eddy-current and motion correction across the reconstructed high-resolution diffusion-weighted volumes were performed before DTI fitting as per Setsompop et al. 22 Figure 3 shows the SNR versus resolution tradeoff in the reconstruction of single-and double-basis encoding, for the no-motion and the through-slice motion cases (through-slice motion's time-course shown in Figure 3A , top). For throughslice motion, results are shown for both the standard and the motion-corrected reconstructions. Figure 3A shows the PSFerror versus 1/SNR plot (L-curve) for various reconstruction cases, where a ffiffi ffi 2 p normalization has been applied to the SNR of the double-basis cases to account for the doubled scan time. As expected, with no motion, the L-curves for the single-and double-basis are identical. The operating point at the cross of the blue-dotted lines represents reconstruction with an SNR-level of ffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi 4:6 p and a PSF side-lobe level of 8%. This operating point was used in Setsompop et al, 22 as the 8% side-lobe was deemed similar to what is achieved in conventional slice-selective acquisition. The red-dotted vertical line in the figure marks the ffiffi ffi 5 p SNR-level that could be achieved when ideal orthogonal 5x RF-encoding basis is used. With through-slice motion, reconstructions without correction fare poorly for both single (yellow line) and double (green line) basis, and good slice-resolution (low PSF error) cannot be achieved at any level of SNR tradeoff. The proposed motion-corrected reconstruction mitigates this issue. In particular, for the double-basis case, the reconstruction is much better conditioned and its L-curve is close to that of the no-motion case. Figure 3B shows the PSFs of all the reconstruction cases at a fixed SNR-level of ffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi 4:6 p (except for the motion-corrupted single-basis case with no correction, where this SNR level cannot be reached). The PSFs in the pz plane are shown, where large side-lobes and blurring in the slice-direction are observed in the motion-corrupted cases without correction. These artifacts are largely mitigated through the proposed motion-corrected reconstruction, particularly in the double-basis case. Figure 4 shows comparison of L-curves obtained from two types of Tikhonov regularized motion-corrected reconstruction (x and G z x) for double-basis encoding in four motion-scenarios: (i) no motion, (ii) linear, (iii) sudden, and (iv) random. The L-curve from the standard reconstruction (without motion-correction and with regularization on x) is also included for each scenario as a reference. In all scenarios, motion correction with G z x regularization resulted in the best SNR versus resolution tradeoff, with its L-curve being closest to the bottom-left corner of the PSF-error versus 1/SNR plot. The simulation for GðxÞ regularization was also expanded from the 1D case (G z Þ presented in Figure 4 to the 3D case (G p ; G r , and G z ) in the Supporting Information (Supporting Information Figure S1 , which is available online), where the weighting ratio between k z , k p , and k r regularization parameters that achieves the best SNR versus resolution tradeoff across the four motion-scenarios was determined to be 1. This was used in all subsequent results below. Figure 5 examines the effects of motion-estimation errors on MC-gSlider reconstruction in the (a) no motion (top-row) and (b) random motion (bottom-row) scenarios. Doublebasis encoding was used along with GðxÞ regularized reconstruction. The left column of Figure 5 shows the scatter plots of PSF-errors versus mean estimation errors between adjacent RF-encoding volumes. For each of the two scenarios, 200 motion estimation error cases were simulated with random error profiles, and the regularization parameter in the reconstruction was chosen so that the SNR was hold constant at ffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi 4:6 p . As expected, PSF error increases with motion-estimation error in both the no-motion and random-motion scenarios. Based on F IGUR E 5 Effects of motion estimation errors on MC-gSlider reconstruction of double-basis data (with regularization term G p x; G r x; and G z x set to the optimal weighting ratio of 1). Two motion scenarios were examined: (A) no motion and (B) random motion. For each scenario, 200 simulated estimation error cases were analyzed, and the resulting scatter plots of PSF errors as a function of mean estimation errors are shown on the left. In each simulated case, the regularization parameter in the reconstruction was chosen so that the SNR was hold constant at ffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi 4:6 p . Shown on the right are the PSF errors (mean and SD bars) across different SNR levels of reconstruction, for two mean estimation-error levels of 0.1 and 0.2 mm. The plots for gSlider reconstruction without motion correction are also shown for comparison. Note that the typical operating point would be around 1/SNR 5 1/ ffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi 4:6 p 5 0.47 markedly lower PSF errors even in the presence of 0.2 mm mean estimation error. The results of motion simulations using head phantom data and double-basis encoding are shown in Figures 6-8 . Figure 6A shows the performance characterization of the iterative motion estimation obtained from a simulation study, where random motions of up to 6 2 mm&degrees across all six rigid-motion parameters were applied to the 10 doublebasis encoding of 5xgSlider [3 translations: superior-inferior (dSI), anterior-posterior (dAP), left-right (dLR), and three rotations: superior-inferior axis (roll), anterior-posterior axis (yaw), and left-right axis (pitch)]. The top and bottom plots show the mean and the maximum estimation errors as a function of iterations, respectively. The estimation errors for inplane translations (dSI and dAP for this sagittal scan) are low as expected due to the high in-plane resolution in the slabencoded volume. However, the estimation errors of the other motion parameters are high at the first iteration because of F IGUR E 6 A, The mean and maximum errors of motion estimation as a function of iterations for random motion case on the head phantom, where random motion of up to 62 mm&degrees across all six rigid-motion parameters were applied to the 10 double-basis encoding of 5xgSlider. B, Comparison of the conventional gSlider and MC-gSlider of data with linear motion, sudden motion, and random motion (62 mm&degrees motion range for all six rigid motion parameters). Three motion estimation iterations were performed to obtain the estimated motion parameters for MC-gSlider reconstruction. The reconstructed images along with their corresponding error maps (3 2) and nRMSEs are shown. The error map (3 5) below the reference image corresponds to the reconstructed case without any motion, indicating the level of simulated Gaussian noise F IGUR E 7 nRMSEs of images reconstructed by the conventional gSlider and MC-gSlider for different types and amounts of motions. Head phantom data with different amounts of linear, sudden, and random motion were simulated (six rigid motion were applied simultaneously in each case) and reconstructed using the two methods the lower slab-resolution and the undesirable interactions between motion and RF-encoding as outlined in the theory section. After three iterations, both the mean and maximum errors of these motion estimates decrease by 50%, which indicates the effectiveness of the proposed iterative motion estimation. Figure 6B shows reconstruction results from the conventional gSlider (top rows) and MC-gSlider (bottom rows) for three different types of motion profiles previously used in Figure 4B -D, with a motion range of 4 mm&degrees (62 mm&degrees). For MC-gSlider reconstruction, iterative motion-estimation (3 iterations) was used along with spatially adaptive k on GðxÞ. For each reconstruction case, the reconstructed images along with the error maps against a reference high-resolution image are shown. The reference high-resolution image is also shown in the right-most column, along with an error map corresponding to the conventional gSlider reconstruction in the no-motion case. This error map represents the baseline error resulting from the added Gaussian noise in the simulation.
| RES U LTS
In all three motion cases, image reconstructed by the conventional gSlider shows severe artifacts and blurring, resulting in large errors. Most of these artifacts and errors are successfully removed by MC-gSlider. Additional simulation results for a range of simulated motion up to 16 mm&degrees can be found in Figure 7 , where MCgSlider shows consistent improvement over the conventional gSlider. In addition, as the motion range increases, the nRMSEs of MC-gSlider is not increasing as much as the conventional gSlider, indicating the efficacy of MCgSlider in presence of large motion. Figure 8 shows a comparison of MC-gSlider performance when reconstruction was performed with and without spatially adaptive regularization, for a simulated data with 62 mm&degrees linear-motion profile across all six rigidmotion parameters. When a single small k value is used (Figure 8, left) , severe jagged-artifacts along the slice-direction (left-right) and signal dropout in the ill-posed regions are present. On the other hand, if a single large k is applied to improve the conditioning (Figure 8, center) , unnecessary blurring can occur in the well-posed regions, compromising the effective resolution. Through adaptive k (Figure 8, right) , artifacts and signal dropout can be reduced in the ill-posed regions while spatial resolution is maintained in other regions. Figure 9 and 10 show in vivo results from 860 lm data acquired with 44 diffusion encodings. Figure 9A shows the estimated motion parameters at a temporal resolution of 2.1 s across the 34-min scan, where large in-plane and throughplane motions can be observed in the blue and red timeblocks, respectively. The top-row of Figure 9B shows reconstruction results from the conventional gSlider at these large motion time-points, where significant blurring is observed. The bottom-row shows reconstruction results from MCgSlider, where the blurring is satisfactorily mitigated to allow for the recovery of detailed structures around the cortex as shown in the zoomed panels. Figure 10 shows the color- double-basis encodings), reconstructed with MC-gSlider using small k, large k, and spatially adaptive k. Three orthogonal planes of the reconstructed images are shown along with the corresponding error maps (3 2). The ill-posed regions reconstructed using the small k and the well-posed regions with unnecessary blurring using the large k are indicated by the yellow and blue arrows, respectively. The k map for the adaptive regularization case is also shown on the far right coded fractional anisotropy (cFA) maps from: top-row) reference acquisition with negligible motion, center-row) motioncorrupted acquisition with the conventional gSlider reconstruction, bottom-row) motion-corrupted acquisition with MC-gSlider reconstruction. Three orthogonal views, along with corresponding zoomed-in panels are shown.
The cFA maps of the motion-corrupted data, reconstructed using the conventional gSlider show marked deviations from F IGUR E 9 A, Estimated subject movements during a deliberate motion scan. Motion parameters were estimated at a temporal rate of 2 s across the 34-min scan needed to acquire 860 micron data with 44 diffusion encodings, using double-basis RF-encoding. B, Reconstructed images during large motion periods, using the conventional gSlider and MC-gSlider. Zoomed-ins of the images are shown on the bottom right of each image, which clearly indicating the ability of MC-gSlider to recover detailed brain structures that were lost to motion F IGUR E 10 Colored-FA results of motion-corrupted data obtained through the conventional gSlider (middle row) and MC-gSlider (bottom row), along with results from the reference data with negligible motion (top row). Spurious structures that are present in the conventional gSlider reconstruction (yellow arrows), likely from unintentional signal mixing between neighboring slices, are removed by MC-gSlider the reference, even after co-registration. These deviations are highlighted in the zoomed-in panels with yellow arrows, where the incorrectly added structures are likely caused by signal mixing from neighboring slices. In comparison, the cFA maps of the motion-corrupted data reconstructed with MC-gSlider is in much better alignment with the reference, indicating the ability of the proposed method to obtain highisotropic resolution even in presence of large subject movements. Minor differences between the MC-gSlider and the reference still remain, likely from residual displacements between these two separate scans even after co-registration and the residual errors in the correction.
| D IS C US S I ON A ND C ONCL US I ON
MC-gSlider is an integrated approach developed to provide efficient acquisition and reconstruction for sub-millimeter isotropic diffusion imaging in presence of subject movements ranging from sub-millimeter to several centimeters. This self-navigated approach was demonstrated in vivo to provide motion estimation and correction at a high temporal rate of 2 s, to recover fine-detailed brain structures. The reconstruction framework has been designed to mitigate various sources of motion-related artifacts: starting with the commonly addressed background phase-corruption from physiologic and bulk motion, to the more demanding correction of the bulk in-plane and through-plane motions themselves. To our knowledge, this is the first technique that has been proposed to retrospectively correct for these 3D bulk motions in multi-slab diffusion acquisitions. In addition to these motions, MC-gSlider also corrects for the subtler differences in EC-induced image distortions across slabencoding shots.
The comprehensive motion correction in MC-gSlider is possible due to the use of gSlider RF-encoding in the slice direction, which allows unaliased, high-SNR images to be reconstructed directly from each slab-encoded acquisition. In addition to enabling high-temporal, navigation-free motion estimation, this feature also uncouples the motion correction problem from the parallel imaging and k-space reconstruction, making the motion correction much more tractable. With each slab-encoded volume fully encoded in-plane, all in-plane motion corrections can be performed directly between the slab-encoded volumes without effecting the conditioning of the overall image reconstruction. Furthermore, through-plane motion correction can also be incorporated directly into the gSlider reconstruction, where the use of regularization and double-basis encoding have helped ensure that the reconstruction remain well-posed, even in the presence of large motions. The incorporation of motion correction into gSlider's linear reconstruction also enables full characterization of SNR versus resolution tradeoff for the motion-corrected reconstruction, as well as aiding in the development of motion-aware spatially varying regularization which further improves reconstruction performance.
One major challenge in incorporating motion correction into the gSlider reconstruction was obtaining accurate motion parameters. The RF-encodings in gSlider can introduce image contrast differences between different RF-encoded volumes, and sub-voxel movements along the slice direction can lead to contrast differences even between volumes that use the same RF-encoding, which further complicates motion estimation. The proposed iterative motion estimation addresses these problems by iteratively updating the reference b0 volumes to have the same motion-states and RF-encodings as the target diffusion-weighted volumes. Its effectiveness was demonstrated in phantom simulations, where the mean estimation error was reduced from approximately 0.2 to 0.1 mm&degrees for motion scenario of 62 mm&degrees range ( Figure 6A ). Based on our analysis of the effect of motion estimation error on MC-gSlider reconstruction ( Figure 5 ), such reduction in motion estimation error will significantly reduce reconstruction error and enable better effective resolution.
Another challenge in MC-gSlider is to solve an ill-posed reconstruction caused by compromised/reduced RF-encoding basis set. In particular, through-plane motion changes the RF-encoding along slice direction, making the actual encoding basis less orthogonal. Moreover, the necessary data rejection of corrupted data with large signal loss can also lead to reduced encoding basis. Therefore, double-basis acquisition and regularized reconstruction were used to improve the conditioning of the reconstruction without sacrificing SNR efficiency. A motion-aware spatially adaptive regularization on GðxÞ was developed and used to constrain the reconstruction in ill-posed spatial locations while avoiding over-regularizing the well-posed regions (Figure 8 ). MC-gSlider performed well for various ranges of motion as illustrated in Figure 7 , and the efficacy of reconstruction was not compromised in presence of larger motion range. This is because the 3D encoding A matrix consists of periodic RF encoding bases across different slabs, so for the motion larger than the slab thickness, it is actually the remainder of the motion divided by the slab thickness that is affecting the conditioning of the reconstruction.
Because of this reason, the motion range of 62 mm as investigated in the SNR&PSF analysis and phantom simulations is a representative ill-conditioned motion range at the slab thickness of 4.3 mm used in the human studies. Future work will explore the incorporation of regularizations that also leverage joint information across diffusion encodings, such as the ones previously used to denoise and accelerate gSlider acquisitions (through interlaced subsampling of the RF-encoding basis). [58] [59] [60] [61] This should further improve MC-gSlider reconstruction and enable motion-robust reconstruction even in the case of single-basis encoding. Data reacquisition 26, 62 may also be applied to further mitigate the ill-posed reconstruction problem. For patient populations that are prone to frequent/rapid motions, such as pediatric patients, intra-volume motions could degrade the image quality of MC-gSlider. Therefore, intra-volume motion correction was developed, where each RF-encoded volume was separated naturally into the two slab-interleaved groups, each with whole imaging volume coverage to achieve motion estimation every TR/2. A faster rate of motion estimation should be feasible through rearranging the slab acquisition order, to create slab groups that span across the whole imaging volume at a faster rate. However, there is a natural tradeoff between temporal resolution and accuracy of such intra-volume motion correction approach. The use of temporal smoothing/denoising across the estimated motion parameters could potentially mitigate this issue. Note that rapid motion could also cause significant spin-history changes to create spatially varying signal modulations that are currently not accounted for in MC-gSlider, which could also lead to reconstruction artifacts. A more sophisticated data rejection scheme to exclude large motion volumes and/or additional regularization/modeling could be explored to mitigate this issue.
MC-gSlider corrects for the inter-diffusion-direction bmatrix rotation by using the averaged parameters across the gSlider encoding volumes in each diffusion direction, while ignoring the intra-direction rotation differences. Such interdirection strategy has been proven effective for correcting most of the errors from b-matrix rotation, 38 because motion typically varies slowly within the acquisition of one diffusion direction, and the amount of rotation is relatively small compared with the change of diffusion gradient for different directions. In summary, the MC-gSlider provides motion-robust high isotropic resolution dMRI with a temporal motion correction rate of 2 s per frame. The method was shown to provide accurate imaging of fine-scale brain structures in the presence of large subject movements. Such technique should improve the robustness of sub-millimeter isotropic dMRI and pave way for its more widespread usage in neuroscientific and clinical settings.
